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Abstract

Nowadays, the use of language corpora for many
purposes has increased significantly. General cor-
pora exist for numerous languages, but research of-
ten needs more specialized corpora. The Web’s rapid
growth has significantly improved access to thou-
sands of online documents, highly specialized texts
and comparable texts on the same subject covering
several languages in electronic form. However, re-
search has continued to concentrate on corpus anno-
tation instead of corpus creation tools. Consequently,
many researchers create their own corpora, indepen-
dently solve problems, and generate project-specific
systems. The corpus construction is used for many
NLP applications, including machine translation, in-
formation retrieval, and question-answering. This
paper presents a new NLP Corpus and Services in
the Cloud called HULTIG-C. HULTIG-C is charac-
terized by various languages that include unique an-
notations such as keywords set, sentences set, named
entity recognition set, and multiword set. Moreover,
a framework incorporates the main components for
license detection, language identification, boilerplate
removal and document deduplication to process the
HULTIG-C. Furthermore, this paper presents some
potential issues related to constructing multilingual
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corpora from the Web. Keywords: Natural Lan-
guage Processing, Multilingual Corpus, Annotated
Corpora, Corpus Construction.

1 Introduction

The Web plays a vital role in the search for informa-
tion these days. It contains billions of text words that
can be used for any linguistic research [1]. The Web
has become a great source of documents in various
languages and different areas. It is also an endless
source of textual, graphical, and sound data. These
resources enable the rapid construction of the corpus.
Moreover, the explosion of online information has
made it easier to create a corpus for a specific pur-
pose by accessing relevant texts from the internet.
Web corpus refers to a collection of texts obtained
and processed from the Web into a static corpus [2].
A corpus can comprise written texts, general spoken
language texts, or may represent only a specific genre
or variety of languages. The corpus building is sig-
nificant and helpful in advancing different language
applications such as machine translation, information
retrieval, and question-answering. One of the most
interesting and intrinsic feature of the Web is that it
is multilingual. The building of a text corpus from
the Web is a difficult task because it requires an am-
ple amount of resources to be used.
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Consequently, there are three different approaches
to collect large web corpora. The first approach is
classic using crawlers, this approach crawls every re-
source that addresses search engines, walks through
the pages, and clears up the material from irrelevant
information. This method does not enable the to-
tal amount of metatext data to be saved since all
the boilerplate is removed, but it allows a lot to be
collected in a short time, for instance, in a standard
crawl. The second type is the fitted approach. In this
approach, all of the content is crawled from the thou-
sands of URLs listed. Often a fit function is used to
decode whereas URLs are appropriate or not, while
the crawler addresses the search engine for that pur-
pose, similar to the first approach. The third type
is the differential approach, where a limited number
of significant resources are crawled, but downloaded
to the fullest extent possible. Ultimately, This down-
load enables the linguistic variation of resources to
be covered wholly.
In this paper, we present a Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) Corpus and Services in the Cloud
called HULTIG-C – framework for constructing mul-
tilingual corpora from the Web that consists of some
of the NLP Linguistic annotations. HULTIG-C op-
erates as a platform cloud-based service. It provides
researchers and users with scalable state of the art
NLP tools. Moreover, users can utilize these avail-
able resources in multiple languages and various do-
mains on-demand. Cloud computing is a model that
allows flexible on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources that can be
accessed and delivered quickly with minimal manage-
ment effort. This paradigm is based on many existing
technologies such as the internet, virtualization, grid
computing, and web services. Hence, Cloud Com-
puting is the combination of software as service and
utility computing. Cloud computing is designed to
provide flexible and low-cost on-demand computing
infrastructure with good service reliability.
Cloud computing is an enticing paradigm that has
many advantages, such as:
Reduced Cost: Cost containment is a clear benefit
of cloud computing, both in capital and operational
expenses. Reducing capital expenditure is evident
because an organization can spend in increments of

required capacity and does not need to build infras-
tructure for maximum or overflow capacity. Enter-
prises can utilize a cloud provider or adopt cloud
paradigms internally to save operational and main-
tenance expenses;
Improved Automation: Cloud computing is based
on the premise that services are provisioned and un-
provisioned in a highly automated fashion. This at-
tribute offers significant efficiency to enterprises;
Flexibility: Flexibility benefits derive from rapid
provisioning of new capacity and rapid relocation or
migration of workloads. For example, in public sector
settings, cloud computing provides agility in terms of
procurement and acquisition process and timelines;
Sustainability: Through leveraging economies of
scale and the capacity to manage assets more effi-
ciently, cloud computing consumes far less energy and
other resources than a traditional data centre. The
low energy efficiency of most existing data centres
due to poor design or poor asset utilization are en-
vironmentally and economically unsustainable in the
long run.
Cloud services for NLP analysis are becoming very
popular among scientists and all users interested in
the field. There are few reviews available about the
services for NLP. Examples of the most prominent
natural language processing APIs and cloud-based
services are Amazon Comprehend, Microsoft Azure
Cognitive Services, Google Cloud Natural Language.
Cloud computing can provide big processing capacity
for data that require scalability, easiness-to-growth,
fault tolerance, and hardware virtualization. Big
Data and cloud computing are two complementary
concepts: Cloud can make Big Data available, scal-
able, and fault-tolerant.
Big Data is about storing vast amounts of data and
ways of processing and extracting knowledge from it.
In practice, a Big Data database can contain struc-
tured and unstructured data that can overlap, vary,
and have different volumes at different speeds. Big
Data attributes vary in five dimensions from other
data: volume, velocity, variety, value, and complex-
ity.
Volume: concerns the vast loads that typically Big
Data has to deal with in processing, and to store large
volumes of data is rather tricky as it involves (among
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others): scalability (vertical, horizontal or both) to
promote the growth of storage and processing power;
flexibility that guarantees access to data and ways of
conducting data-related operations; bandwidth and
efficiency that ensure access to data at the right time;
Velocity: concerns the different rates of each source
of data. For example, an Enterprise Data Warehouse
(EDW)is usually updated once a day, while informa-
tion is continuously updated from wireless sensor sys-
tems. To aggregate data from several data sources,
Big Data must handle with which data arrives at dif-
ferent velocities; Variety: concerns the various data
types from different sources that data frameworks
have to deal with(typically, different sources output
different kinds of data) while digging. Big Data is
a way to overcome these differences and unify data.
Internet of Things is a Big Data related topic that ex-
amines data from individual objects of everyday life
that can be varied from Internet traffic, smartphones,
wearable technology, and others. For the process-
ing of different types of data, Big Data must provide
data-type abstraction frameworks; Value: refers to
the actual value of the data (i.e., the potential value
of the data regarding the information they contain).
Enormous amounts of data are worthless unless they
give value to who is discovering it; Veracity: refers
to the trustfulness of the data (i.e., addressing data
confidentiality, integrity, and availability). Data is
meaningless or even misleading if their source is un-
reliable. Therefore, organizations need to ensure that
the data is accurate and the analyses carried out on
the data are correct.
There is excellent progress in delivering technologies
in NLP, such as extracting information from big un-
structured data on the Web, sentiment analysis in
social networks or grammatical analysis for essay
grading. Big Data tools such as Hadoop or High-
Performance Cloud Computing (HPCC) are used to
gather relevant data. A MapReduce program such
as Hadoop is used to map and sort the information
into categories and ’reduce’ it by conducting a sum-
mary function. In NLP, programs are used to look
for specific pieces of information that are stored in
map reduce.
Hadoop is an open-source implementation of MapRe-
duce. One of the essential characteristics of Hadoop

is that of being oriented to perform batch processing,
but it leads to severe problems when using it for real-
time streaming processing systems. Apache SPARK
overcomes this problem by extending Hadoop with
new workloads like streaming, interactive queries and
learning algorithms. In any case, using Hadoop
or SPARK frameworks require re-implementing the
NLP algorithms using a programming language from
the MapReduce family.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II de-
scribes the types of corpora, Section III discusses the
challenge of constructing Multilingual corpora from
the Web, Section IV presents related work on col-
lecting a corpus from the Web, Section V discusses
the outline of the framework for building multilingual
web corpora (HULTIG-C); and finally, the conclusion
for future work is drawn in Section VI.

2 Types of Corpora

While it is true that every corpus has its unique pur-
pose and identity, it is also true that corpora tend to
be classified in diverse categories depending on their
purpose and characteristics. The categorization of
corpora can be divided into three different bench-
marks based on the data they contain: general and
specialized, synchronic and diachronic, and monolin-
gual and multilingual.
General and Specialized: A general corpus is a
corpus that contains texts from various fields, genres,
and registers. This type of corpora is used to produce
reference materials for language learning and trans-
lation, such as grammar books or dictionaries. As
they contain widely distinct data. Examples of gen-
eral corpora are the first computer corpus, the Brown
Corpus and the British National Corpus (BNC). On
the other hand, unlike a general corpus, a specific
corpus will forfeit its broadness and only represent a
particular field, genre, time, or variety of language.
Due to their specificity, they are shorter than general
corpora, but they are also less ambiguous and easier
to use and study. Examples of specific corpora are the
Corpus of Early English Medical Writing (CEEM) or
the Air Traffic Control Speech Corpus (ATCOSIM).
Synchronic and Diachronic: Corpora are also dis-
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tinguished between synchronic and diachronic cor-
pora. A synchronic corpus contains data from a
certain limited period, trying to portray a language
characteristic in a given period. Some examples of
synchronic corpora are the Helsinki Corpus of En-
glish Texts or the Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA). Diachronic corpora try to seek the
evolution of a language; therefore, they include texts
from all ages and periods inside this categorization
of corpora. An Example of the diachronic corpora is
monitor corpora (MC). The objective of this kind of
corpora is to monitor the changes in the language.
New texts are continuously being added to update it,
so it is constantly growing. An example of monitor
corpora is the Bank of English (BoE) that is con-
stantly updated with contemporary texts.
Monolingual and Multilingual: The last type of
corpus depends on the included languages; they can
either be monolingual or multilingual. Multilingual
corpora include texts in different languages, and the
most common types of multilingual corpora are par-
allel corpora and comparable corpora. A parallel cor-
pus contains the same text in two or more languages
(at least the original text and a translation). An ex-
ample is the open-source parallel corpus, an online
corpus containing aligned corpora from diverse fields
and institutions. On the other hand, a comparable
corpus contains two or more collections of texts shar-
ing traits such as genre, topic, and period, that can
be compared, such as the International Corpus of En-
glish (ICE) and the International Corpus of Learner
English (ICLE).
Numerous corpora are accessible from the Web in
different formats, styles, genres and languages. An
example of such corpora is iWeb: The Intelligent
Web-based Corpus, British National Corpus (BNC),
Corpus of Contemporary American English, Hansard
Corpus, and NOW Corpus (News On the Web).

3 Challenging of constructing
multilingual corpora from
the Web

The web contains massive quantities of text, thus pro-
viding the possibility of producing broad and poten-
tially high-quality collections of text data obtained
from the web consist of various types of documents
that often need to be refined or cleaned before being
used. Many subtasks are part of this data refinement
with varying degrees of complexity and scalability,
such as removing markup and text extraction, re-
moving redundancy, and removing the so-called boil-
erplate.

The latter task is an example of the difficulty that
is essentially unique to corpora building based on web
data. In addition to the key textual content of a
web page, there are often appearing elements with
varying degrees of importance, difficult to determine.
Elements, such as navigation menus, timestamps, ad-
vertisements, labels for buttons. These will naturally
introduce more noise if added to a corpus. Too much
of this noisy data may disturb the models built from
such a corpus. Identifying which content is relevant
or irrelevant is challenging enough for humans and
even more difficult for computers.

Another challenge of building large corpora from
the web is the scale of the data. For instance, most
projects take web content snapshots distributed by
any of the Popular Crawl as their point of depar-
ture, and just reading through all files of one such
snapshot sequentially, without any actual data pro-
cessing, takes around 17 hours, which is not a time-
consuming assignment compared to the ones needed
to refine the data. Therefore, to build large corpora
on such a scale, parallel computing is required.

4 Related work

In this section, we discuss the most relevant existing
research, in terms of similar requirements for corpora
creating corpora from the World Wide Web.
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4.1 Large scale multilingual corpora
collections

In recent years, as the Internet proliferates is already
a significant data source and has been increasingly
used as a source of linguistic data [3]. Several exten-
sive and multilingual corpus collections gather their
texts from the web, such as [4]- [8].
[9] created the terabyte corpus at the University of
Waterloo. The corpus is based on a crawl of the
web seeded with URLs from universities and other
educational organizations. Perfect duplicates were
discarded. The retrieved pages did not undergo any
further processing, not even to delete HTML or to
ensure that they are in the target language English.
[10] explained an English corpus consisting of 10 bil-
lion words crawled from seed URLs chosen from vari-
ous subjects in the open Directory set. The corpus is
split into sentences and tokenized using lexical tools
to perform sentence-level filtering. There is no near-
duplicate elimination. In two NLP tasks, the cor-
pus is tested, where the performance of algorithms
trained on the web corpus is shown to be superior
to that of the same algorithms trained on 2 billion
journal text words.
[11] presented a Multilingual Web Corpus in over 50
languages with over 10 billion tokens licensed under
the Creative Commons license. The texts that made
up the corpus were extracted from Common Crawl,
with around 2 billion crawled URLs. The scale and
diversity of Web also enabled large specialized cor-
pora to be created.
[12] used the text tools to construct corpora in multi-
ple languages using the Common Crawl corpus while
[13] created a corpus in English using the C4Corpus
tools to find specific pages in the Common Crawl cor-
pus. [14] presented an accessible subset of a USENET
corpus collected between 2005 and 2007, excluding
NNTP headers and perfect duplicates. Documents
containing less than 500 words or more than 500k
words are discarded. Moreover, documents contain-
ing less than 90 English dictionary words are dis-
carded as well. They do not perform further process-
ing. The resulting corpus contains about 13 billion
words. [15] showed a method of collecting Web texts
for a minor language corpus. In [16] a tool is pro-

vided for corpora construction. Both works gather
and use Web texts as they are, without any filtering
or changes being made (except for HTML tags re-
moval).
This brief review shows that, in web crawling, we
are certainly not the first ones. Some approaches
cover more languages, more in-depth linguistic anno-
tations of web corpora, and several more considerable
web-based resources. However, the HULTIG-C col-
lection provides a compromise between huge size and
careful post-processing for linguistic purposes. Thus,
HULTIG-C is currently a unique resource, extremely
valuable for many different researches in Natural Lan-
guage Processing.

4.2 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources, for example,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider
interaction. Cloud computing is composed of five
essential characteristics:
On-demand: Computing and IT resources can
be provisioned when needed, released when no
longer required, and billed only when used without
requiring human intervention.
Broad Network Access: The IT resources and
their capabilities can be accessed through a standard
network, with a client platform as the endpoint.
Resource Pooling: This implies a Multi-Tenant
environment where resources are provided to many
customers from a single implementation, utilizing
physical and virtual assets.
Rapid Elasticity: This implies that the service
provide an illusion of infinite resource availability to
meet whatever demands are made of it.
Measured Service: This implies that cloud sys-
tems have the metering capability at some level
of abstraction appropriate to the type of service.
Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and re-
ported providing transparency for both the provider
and consumer of the utilized service.
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In this section, we first provide an overview of
concepts regarding the deployment models of clouds.
Next, we describe the three-layer architectural
concept for clouds in detail. Then, we describe the
cloud platform for NLP services.

4.2.1 Deployment Models

More recently, six cloud deployment models have
been defined in the cloud community, namely:
public clouds, private clouds, virtual private clouds,
community, hybrid, and intercloud.
Public clouds: It is the dominant form of the
current cloud computing deployment model. The
general cloud consumers use the public cloud, and
the cloud service provider has full ownership of the
public cloud with its policy, values, profit, costing,
and charging model. Many popular cloud services
are public clouds, such as AmazonEC2, S3, Google
AppEngine, and Force.com.
Private clouds: The cloud infrastructure is run
solely within a single organization and managed
by the organization or a third party regardless of
whether it is located on the premise or off-premise.
The motivation to set up a private cloud within
the company has several aspects: To maximize
and optimize the utilization of existing in-house
resources; Security concerns, including data privacy
and trust, often make private clouds a choice for
many businesses; there is still a considerable cost of
transferring data from local IT systems to a public
cloud; Companies are always in need of complete
control of mission-critical operations behind their
firewalls; Academic often builds a private cloud for
research and teaching purposes.
Virtual private clouds: Virtual private clouds
allow service providers to offer unique services to
private cloud users. These services allow customers
to consume infrastructure services as part of their
private clouds. The ability to augment a private
cloud with on-demand and at-scale characteristics
is typical of virtual private cloud infrastructure.
Private cloud customers can smoothly extend the
trust boundaries (security, control, service-level

management, and compliance) to include virtual
private clouds. The virtual private cloud concept
introduces the complexities of migrating workloads
and related data from a private cloud.
Intercloud: In the long term, the intercloud will
emerge as a public, open, and decoupled cloud
computing inter-network, much like the Internet. In
a sense, the intercloud would be an enhancement
and extension of the Internet itself. Just as the
Internet decouples clients from content (i.e., you
do not have to have a preexisting agreement with
a content provider to find and access its website in
real-time), the intercloud will decouple resource con-
sumers (enterprises) from cloud resource providers,
allowing the enterprises to find resources on-demand
and without preexisting agreements with providers.
Workload migration will be the dominant use case
for the intercloud as an open market establishes trust
standards and public subsystems for naming, discov-
ering, and addressing portability and data/workload
exchange.
Community Cloud: The cloud infrastructure is
shared by organizations that have a common interest.
This model supports a specific community that has
shared concerns, for example (mission, security re-
quirements, policy, and compliance considerations).
It may be managed by organizations or a third party
and may exist on-premise or off-premise.
Hybrid clouds: The cloud infrastructure combines
two or more clouds (private, community, or public)
that remain unique entities but are connected by
standardized or proprietary technology that allows
data and application portability ( cloud bursting for
load-balancing between clouds). Organizations use
the hybrid cloud model to maximize their resources
by marginalizing peripheral business functions on the
cloud while controlling core on-premise operations
via a private cloud.

4.2.2 Architectural layers of cloud comput-
ing

Cloud computing generally consists of three va-
rieties of architectures that refer to and provide
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three types of generic services, namely: Software-as-
a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), respectively. Fig-
ure 1 shows the architectural layers of cloud comput-
ing.
Software as a Service (SaaS): is a model of soft-
ware licensing and distribution in which software is
licensed on a subscription basis and is stored cen-
trally on a cloud. Such type of service is also referred
as on-demand software service, as such a service can
be rented whenever desired, and the subscription can
also be discontinued if no longer required. Because
of this flexible leasing mechanism, individuals do not
have to buy expensive software and substantially re-
duce business costs. SaaS provides many different
advantages such as charging just for what you are
using, accessibility of the workforce, access to appli-
cations from anywhere, and free use of several client
software. SaaS users typically use a web browser with
a thin client to access cloud services. It has now be-
come a growing operating mode for many companies.
Platform as a Service (PaaS): is offering a com-
puting platform as a service. It provides developers
with an integrated environment for deploying appli-
cations without affecting hardware or software costs
and transactions. PaaS has the same advantages
as IaaS. However, its additional middleware func-
tionality, development tools, and other business re-
sources provide more advantages such as reducing
coding time, designing applications for multiple plat-
forms, incorporating staff-free development capabili-
ties, helping geographically distributed development
teams, allowing economical use of sophisticated tools,
and managing the application lifecycle efficiently.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): IaaS is
hardware-based resources that are provided as an in-
frastructure by cloud such as servers, storage devices,
networks, etc. that run and operate in the cloud.
Users can use the infrastructure on a pay-per-use ba-
sis. The hardware resource pool consists of multiple
networks and servers spread through multiple data
centres, ensuring reliability and redundancy.

Figure 1: Architectural layers of cloud computing.

4.3 Cloud platform for NLP services

Cloud services for NLP analysis are becoming very
popular among scientists and all users interested in
the field. However, there are few reviews of language
processing services available. It allows researchers to
deploy, share, and use components and resources for
language processing, following the data paradigm as
a service and software. In this section, we discuss
many NLP frameworks built around cloud services,
with varying objectives as the following:
Topics Extraction API: this api is offered by
MeaningCloud. It provides solution for tagging
locations, people, companies, dates, and many other
elements appearing in the text written in Spanish,
English, French, Italian, Portuguese, and Catalan.
This detection process is implemented by integrating
many complex natural language processing tech-
niques that enable the acquisition of morphological,
syntactic, and semantic analyses of a text and use
them to identify various types of significant elements.
Google Cloud Natural Language: with Cloud
Natural Language, Google also emphasizes entity
extraction, sentiment analysis, syntax analysis, and
categorization. However, this API differs from the
others because it is powered by Google’s in-depth
learning modules – the same ones that drive the
query comprehension behind Google Search and
the language understanding system behind Google
Assistant.
BigML: it is a SaaS approach to Machine Learning.
Users can set up data sources, create, visualize,
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and share prediction models (only decision trees are
supported), and use models to generate predictions
from a Web interface or programmatically using
REST API.
Myrrix: it is built using Apache MahoutTM. It can
be accessed as PaaS using a RESTful interface. It
can incrementally update the model once new data
is available. It is organized in two layers serving
(open source and free) and computation (Hadoop
based)
Stanford Core NLP: Stanford CoreNLP provides
a set of human language technology tools. It can
give the base forms of words, their parts of speech,
whether they are names of companies, people, etc.,
normalize dates, times, and numeric quantities,
mark up the structure of sentences in terms of
phrases and syntactic dependencies, indicate which
noun phrases refer to the same entities, indicate
sentiment, extract particular open-class relations
between entity mentions, get the quotes said by
different persons. Stanford CoreNLP integrates
many of Stanford’s NLP tools, including the part-
of-speech (POS) tagger, named entity recognizer
(NER), the parser, the coreference resolution system,
sentiment analysis, bootstrapped pattern learning,
and open information extraction tools. Moreover, an
annotator pipeline can include additional custom or
third-party annotators. CoreNLP’s analysis provides
the foundational building blocks for higher-level and
domain-specific text understanding applications.
AnnoMarket: it is an open platform for cloud-
based text analytics services and language resources
acquisition. Providers of text analytics services and
language resources can deploy and monetize their
components via the platform.
VMware: Provides several technologies of critical
importance to enabling cloud computing and has also
started offering its own cloud computing on-demand
capability called VMware Cloud. This capability
allows enterprises to leverage virtualized clouds
inside their own IT infrastructure or hosted with
external service providers.
Amazon: As the world’s largest online retailer, the
core of Amazon’s business is e-commerce. While e-
commerce itself can be considered Cloud Computing,
Amazon has also provided capabilities that give IT

departments direct access to Amazon computation
power. Key examples include S3 and EC2. S3 stands
for Simple Storage Services. Any internet user can
access storage in S3 and access stored objects from
anywhere on the Internet. EC2 is the Elastic Com-
puteCloud, a virtual computing infrastructure able
to run diverse applications ranging from web hosts
to simulations or anywhere in between. This is all
available for a meager cost per user.Another specific
example related to NLP is Amazome comprehend
Salesforce.com: The core mission of Salesforce.com
has been in the delivery of Capabilities centred on
customer relationship management. However, in
pursuit of this core, Salesforce.com has established
itself as a thought leader in the Software as a Service
and is delivering an extensive suite of capabilities
via the Internet.
AYLIEN API: AYLIEN Text API is a package
of Information Retrieval, Machine Learning, and
Natural Language APIs that make the analysis of
text on an easier scale. It offers eight APIs with
some functionalities such as article extraction, con-
cept extraction, entity extraction, summarization,
classification, semantic labelling, image tagging,
sentiment analysis, hash-tag suggestion, language
detection and microformat extraction. Most of
the functionalities are available in six languages:
English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, and
Portuguese. The most exciting feature of Aylien is
a text analysis add-on for Google Spreadsheets that
allows users to run the API functionality through a
familiar interface.

4.3.1 NLP platform as cloud-based service:
requirements and methodology

In a cloud computing context, developing an NLP
PaaS requires the consideration of the following re-
quirements:
Straightforward deployment and sharing of NLP
pipelines – how can we achieve this transparently for
the NLP developer, i.e. NLP applications developed
on a desktop machine can run without any adapta-
tion on the PaaS. Additionally, developers need to be
able to share their NLP pipelines easily as SaaS, with
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on-demand scalability and robustness ensured by the
underlying NLP PaaS;
Efficient upload, storage, and sharing of large cor-
pora – an NLP PaaS needs to provide users with a
safe and efficient way to bulk upload, analyze and
download large text corpora, i.e., batch processing
over large datasets. Furthermore, users need to be
able to share their big text corpora between different
NLP pipelines running on the PaaS both for services
bundled within the NLP PaaS and for services gen-
erated by the developers; Algorithm-agnostic paral-
lelization. How well it can parallelize the execution
of complex NLP pipelines that may contain arbitrary
algorithms, not being all implemented / suitable for
MapReduce and Hadoop; Load balancing – deter-
mine the optimal number of virtual machines for run-
ning a given NLP application within the PaaS, taking
into account the size of the collection of documents to
be processed and the significant overhead of starting
up new virtual machines on demand;
Security and fault tolerance – as with any Web ap-
plication, the NLP PaaS needs to ensure secure data
exchange, processing, and storage and be robust in
the face of hardware failures and processing errors.
In addition to these technical requirements, an NLP
PaaS needs to offer comprehensive methodological
support to underpin the life cycle of NLP applica-
tions:
(1) Build an initial NLP pipeline prototype, test a
small collection of documents, use an NLP applica-
tion development environment, run on a regular desk-
top or a local server computer;
(2) Crowd-source, a gold-standard corpus for assess-
ment and/or training, using Web-based collaborative
corpus annotation tool, deployed as a service on the
PaaS;
(3) Evaluate the performance of the automatic
pipeline on the gold standard (either locally within
the desktop development environment or through the
manual annotation environment on the Cloud). Re-
turn to step 1 as required for further development
and evaluation cycles;
(4) Upload the large datasets and deploy the NLP
pipeline on the PaaS;
(5) Run the large-scale text-processing experiment
and download the results as XML, JSON, RDF or

schema.org formats. Optionally, an NLP PaaS could
also offers scalable semantic indexing and search over
the linguistic annotations and the document content;
Lastly, analyze any errors and, if required, iterate
again over the critical system development stages, ei-
ther on a local machine or on the NLP PaaS.

4.4 ClueWeb Dataset

The ClueWeb1 is a dataset created to support re-
search on information retrieval and related human
language technologies. It contains archives of lin-
guistically unprocessed web pages. The dataset con-
struction consists of crawling the web for about 733
million pages, web page filtering, and organizing
into a research-ready dataset. The distribution of
ClueWeb began in January 2013. A comparison be-
tween ClueWeb and HULTIG-C is presented in Table
I:

Table 1: The comparison between ClueWeb and
Hultig-Corpus

Clueweb HULTIG-C

Online Widely-available Widely-available

Service Research/Business Research/Education
Collection Feb 2012 : My 2012 Recently
Distribution Jan 2013 In the near future

Source Tw, WB, WT WB
Size 1 million pages Continuously

Availability Premium Free

As shown in Table I, the main differences between
ClueWeb and HULTIG-C include:
Recency – The most recent ClueWeb page is from
May 2012. Whereas the most recent HULTIG-C page
is from 2021;
Language – ClueWeb supports only 10 languages ,
while HULTIG-C has applied multilanguage filtering;
Continuity – ClueWeb was an one time crawl.
HULTIG-C crawl runs continuously;

1http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/
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Availability - HULTIG-C is freely available to ev-
eryone immediately. ClueWeb requires both organi-
zational and individual agreements to be signed then
waiting for physical hard drives to be shipped;
Size - HULTIG-C crawls 1.9 billion pages a month.
ClueWeb crawled 0.7 billion pages once;
Derived content- The ClueWeb dataset contains
data from three distinct sources: Web crawl, Twitter
links crawl, and WikiTravel crawl. HULTIG-C is not
limited to WARC files.

5 HULTIG-C

In this section, we present the architecture for build-
ing the multilingual corpus from the web. The frame-
work is shown in Figure 2 consisting of significant
phases: Collection Building, Preprocessing, Linguis-
tic annotation, and corpus cloud access. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we describe each of these compo-
nents in detail.

Figure 2: HULTIG-C.

5.1 Multilingual collection building

To construct a web corpus, one needs data. A com-
mon way for this data to be collected is by crawling.
Web crawling is the process of finding large num-
bers of web pages by extracting and following hyper-
links from documents that have already been down-

loaded [17].
The Web Spider component builds our document col-
lections, since we use the web as a source of text
for the Hultig-Corpus. Therefore, it is essential to
have an effective tool to download web pages. This is
why the web crawler is a critical component of every
web-based corpus development project. Many freely
accessible and robust crawlers can be used for simi-
lar projects such as Apache Nutch, crawler4j, Scrapy,
YaCy, WebSPHINX and JSpider. However, many of
them are complex, needing extra tools to function ef-
fectively, including unnecessary features, while miss-
ing some essential features regarding web corpus con-
struction. As a result, our research group has built
a high-performance web crawler, the hultigcrawler2,
and used it in the HULTIG-C construction process.
In the first step, we give the base URL of the website
of interest as input to the hultigcrawler web crawler,
which then proceeds using a Python library called
Scrapy [18]. Scrapy is a quick, high-level framework
that crawls to extract structured data from websites.
To extract the data, the web crawler finds all the
URLs from a given webpage URL and crawls each
of those URLs recursively. This method proceeds in
an iterative manner, where the list of URLs obtained
from the previous iteration is the input to a specific
iteration. We run the crawler for as long as no new
web pages are being crawled.

5.2 Preprocessing

After the web pages are collected. The next step con-
sists of preprocessing, which is an integral part of the
web corpus building process. License detection, boil-
erplate elimination, language recognition, and near-
duplicate material removal are the four critical com-
ponents of preprocessing. The following sub-sections
go through each of these components in detail: Boil-
erplate removal: The elimination of boilerplate is
an important phase in building web corpora. In this
phase, a web page is cleaned by eliminating uninfor-
mative material with no use of in-text comprehen-

2To respect the anonymous submission policy, the authors
do not provide access to the tool, but if the paper is accepted,
in the camera-ready version, the authors will include this in-
formation.
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sions, such as navigation bars, advertisements, head-
ers, and footers. We use the jusTool. It is designed to
retain primarily text containing complete sentences,
and it is therefore well suited for creating linguistic
resources such as web corpora;
Language identification: The next step in the pro-
cessing pipeline is to determine the language of the
web pages in the corpus. We depend on an existing
python library called langdetect, which can detect
over 55 different languages;
License detection: Copyright is one of the most
important considerations when creating a web cor-
pus. Copyrighted content hinders researchers from
using or redistributing complete texts within a broad
corpus, which stymies the development of many NLP
applications. We use Creative Commons (CC) tools.
It enables users to grant their work online copyright
permissions;
Near-duplicate detection and removal: De-
duplication is one of the essential cleaning steps while
building a web corpus. Furthermore, crawling data
often contains close duplicates or documents that,
while not being identical, have considerable overlap.
We use the DKPro C4Corpus tool in addition to the
specific tools in each subsection. The HULTIG-C
is processed with the DKPro C4Corpus tool. It is
hosted on Amazon S3, a distributed cloud-based file
system. The tool performs cleaning of the corpus in
four key phases License detection, boilerplate elimi-
nation, language recognition, and near-duplicate ma-
terial removal.

5.3 Linguistic annotation

HULTIG-C annotated with NLP information consists
of four main components, Keywords set, Sentence
set, NER set, Multiword set, and Summarization set.
Each of these components are described in the fol-
lowing sub-sections:
Keywords set: A subset of words or phrases from
a document that can determine the document’s con-
text [19]. Since keyword is the smallest unit that can
express the meaning of the document, many appli-
cations can take advantage of it, such as automatic
indexing, automatic summarization, automatic clas-
sification, automatic clustering, topic detection and

tracking, information visualization [20]. Therefore,
keywords extraction can be considered as the core
technology of all automatic processing for documents.
Existing keyword set extraction techniques can be
classified into four groups: statistics, linguistics, ma-
chine learning, and other approaches [21].To identify
and extract keywords set by using statistics approach.
The statistics information of the words can be used
to identify the keywords in the document. [22] used
N-Gram statistical information to automatically in-
dex the document. N-Gram is language and domain-
independent. Other statistics methods include word
frequency [23], IF-IDF [24], word co-occurrences [25],
and PAT-tree [26]. Despite there are numerous meth-
ods for keyword generation such as Rake, YAKE,
TF-IDF. We used KeyBERT software. It identi-
fies the sub-documents in a document similar to the
document itself using BERT-embeddings and simple
cosine similarity. It is distinguished by a powerful
method for extracting keywords and key phrases. It
also outperforms existing common keyword extrac-
tion algorithms in terms of consistency.
Sentence set: Sentence extraction is the recovery
of a given set of sentences from some document. It
is useful for tasks such as document summarization
or question answering. The sentence extraction has
many approaches that have been applied successfully.
From a machine learning perspective, sentence ex-
traction is interesting because, typically, the number
of sentences to be extracted is a tiny fraction of the
total number of sentences in the document. Further-
more, the clues that decide whether a sentence should
be extracted are extremely precise or very weak and
interact unexpectedly. From a linguistic perspective,
the success of this approach hinges upon the abil-
ity to integrate diverse levels of linguistic descrip-
tion. This approach uses the linguistics features of
words,sentences, and document. The linguistics ap-
proach includes lexical analysis [27], syntactic analy-
sis [28], discourse analysis [29]. To identify sentence
sets, We use LingPipe. It extracts sentences heuris-
tically by identifying tokens in a context that end
the sentence. Furthermore, TextRank Algorithm in
Python is used for Sentence Extraction. The crux of
this algorithm is to fetch the most relevant Sentences
from the piece of the text.
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Named Entity Recognition set: NER aims to
label the text portions that refer to specific enti-
ties, such as persons, locations, organizations. It
is a subtask of information extraction and the core
of the natural language processing system [30]. Ex-
isting NER approaches can be classified into three
classes [31], namely, Dictionary-based NER, Rule-
based NER, and machine learning-based NER ap-
proaches. To identify NER by Machine learning tech-
nique. The ML-based NERs use statistical models to
identify unique entity names by using a feature-based
representation of the data observed, depending on the
annotated documents. The ML algorithms used for
NER are Supervised learning (CRFs, SVMs, HMM),
Unsupervised learning (clustering), Semi-supervised
algorithms (bootstrapping). To identify NER, we
use Stanford NER tools. It identifies the sequence
of words, objects, such as people’s and companies’
names in a text. It also includes well-designed feature
extractors for named entity recognition and various
options for defining feature extractors.
Multiword set: Multiword is a sequence of words
that acts as a single unit at some level of linguis-
tic analysis” [32]. Many Natural Language Pro-
cessing tasks are needed to use multiword such as
Machine Translation, Natural Language Generation,
Automatic Simplification of Text, Enhancing natu-
ral language lexical resources. Methods to multi-
word expressions extraction from a corpus can be
divided into three categories, statistical, rule-based,
and hybrid. Statistical approaches based on fre-
quency and co-occurrence affinity. Rule-based ap-
proaches depend heavily on POS taggers, chunkers,
shallow or deep parsers and sometimes even seman-
tic taggers. A hybrid approach combining different
methods. For the identification of multiword, the
Multi-Word Units(MWU) toolkit tools are used. It
is a tool that aids to identify multiword units in large
textbases automatically. It is characterized by apply-
ing virtually any text collection, language and multi-
word expression. It is also helpful in any corpus-based
study in computational linguistics.
Summarization set: Automatic text summariza-
tion is the task of producing a concise and fluent
summary while preserving key information content
and overall meaning. There are two different groups

of text summarization: indicative and informative.
Indicative summarization gives the main idea of the
text to the user. The length of this summariza-
tion is around 5% of the given text. The informa-
tive summarization gives brief information about the
main text. The length of the informative summary
is around 20% of the original text. Due to the sig-
nificant amount of information and the development
of Internet Technologies, text summarization has be-
come an essential tool for interpreting text informa-
tion. Text summarization methods can also be clas-
sified into extractive and abstractive summarization.
An extractive summarization method involves select-
ing sentences of high rank from the document based
on word and sentence features and putting them to-
gether to generate a summary. The importance of the
sentences is decided based on statistical and linguis-
tic features of sentences. Abstractive summarization
is used to understand the main concepts in a given
document and then expresses those concepts in clear
natural language. We rely on an existing Python’s
spaCy library for summarizing. It provides a fast and
accurate syntactic analysis, named entity recognition
and ready access to word vectors. spaCy also offers
tokenization, sentence boundary detection, POS tag-
ging, syntactic parsing, integrated word vectors, and
alignment of the original string with high accuracy.

5.4 HULTIG-C in the C4 Cloud

The HULTIG-C is hosted in the C4 Computing Cloud
Platform.
To respect the submission policy, the authors do not
provide access to the HULTIG-C, but if the paper is
accepted, the authors will include this information in
the camera-ready version.

6 Conclusion

Over the past few years, the use of corpora for a va-
riety of linguistic and non-linguistic purposes has in-
creased rapidly, leading to a great demand for general
and specific corpora. This paper has shed light on the
NLP Corpus and Services in the Cloud – HULTIG-
C, a new multilingual corpus from the web. The
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corpus currently includes a variety of domains and
subjects. However, it is characterized by language
diversity with specific NLP features also annotated
and stored in a uniform XML format. Hence, as a re-
search goal, the HULTIG-C will be released freely via
our team website, including more future updates as
the recent corpus becomes available. This will make
a valuable corpus for many applications in computa-
tional linguistics. Moreover, this paper presents and
discusses the challenge of building multilingual cor-
pora from the web. Finally, we believe that making
the HULTIG-C available for public use can signifi-
cantly contribute to NLP and corpus linguistics re-
search, especially for under-resourced languages.
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